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1. BASICS OF PROCESS MANAGEMENT
Business process management is a discipline of improving a company’s business process
by automating, codifying, improving and understanding.
In an economic system the exchange of goods and services are made for one the other or
for pecuniary gain. Business consists of investment and customers in order to make profit
(Naresh, 2009).
Regardless of it is a non-profit organization, an enterprise or a governmental firm has to
manage a number of processes. The typical processes that can be found in these
organizations is the following:
Order-to-cash: This is a set of business processes that involved receiving and complying
customers’ requests for products or services. Normally this process starts when a
customer submits an order to purchase a service or a product and it ends when the service
or product has been payed. An order-to-cash cycle process consists of activities related
to document of the customers’ order, ship product or service to customers, create an
invoice and send it to customers and after the customer sends payment and this payment
is recorded.
Quote-to-order: This process type usually foregoes the order-to cash process. Typically
this process starts when a supplier receives a “Request for Quote” (RFQ) from a
customer, and it ends when the customer purchases the order based on the received quote.
The combination of the mentioned above order-to-cash process and the latter quote-toorder process is called quote-to-cash process.
Procure-to-pay: This type of process starts when someone in an organization determines
that a given product or service needs to be purchased. It ends when the product or service
has been delivered and paid for. This is a system that combines numerous finance
department function into one process. Procure-to-pay process includes responsibilities
such as supply management (selecting a supplier), purchase order (creating a formal order
document), receiving the goods (or consuming the service), invoice reconciliation
(compering the invoice to the purchase order) and the accounts payable (final step focuses
on approving the purchase order for payment, sending the payment, and entering the
payment detail into the accounting system). In the context of business-to-business
interaction the procure-to-pay process can be seen as parallel process with quote-to-cash.
On the supplier’s side there is a corresponding quote-to-cash process with procure-to-pay
process.
Issue-to-resolution: This is a formal process for managing issues will ensure that the
problems are identified and resolved as quickly as possible. This process usually starts
when a customer raises a problem for example a complain related to a defect in a product.
After this process continues until the customer and the supplier or sometimes both of
them agree that the issue has been resolved. A version of this issue-to-resolution process
can be found in insurance companies where they have to deal with the so-called insurance
claims. This version is often called claim-to-resolution.
Application-to-approval: This process type starts when someone applies for a support or
privilege and finishes when this support or privilege is either granted or denied. This type
of process is commonly found in government agencies for instance someone applies for
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a permit to open a business in the city (e.g. a restaurant, bookshop). Other type of process
falls into this category is the admissions process in a university. This starts when a student
applies for admission into a degree, or another example of this process when someone
submits a vacation or special leave requests in a company (Marlon et. al, 2013).
As we see on the above examples, business processes occur in the companies when they
deliver a product or a service to the costumers. The processes are performed and designed
in a way that affects both the “quality of service” and the efficiency with the delivered
services. A firm can exceeded another organization offering similar types of services if
it have better processes and perform them in a better way. This is not only true for the
customer-facing processes it can also occurs in the internal process, for example in the
procure-to-pay process. This process is performed to the intention of performing an
internal need. In the next chapter of this book, we will use a concrete example of the
procure-to-pay process for renting construction equipment, as we described below
(Marlon et. al, 2013).
Purposely to manage a full project, many aspects and things have to be carefully
followed. The manager has to determine project works, makes a schedule, defines the
available resources, identifies and eliminates issues and risks factors. Moreover, if you
are the project manager, you have to be responsible for the general success of the full
project.
A project management system manages a project by organizing, planning, and
controlling. But that is not all, tasks could extend to:









Quality management
Risk management
Scheduling
Estimation activities
Cost control and budget management
Resource allocation
Decision-making managing
Process definition

A process is a sequence of interdependent and linked procedures in which every stage
needs one or more resources (time, machines, energy and money) to convert inputs such
as data, material etc. into outputs.
Business process
Several definitions of “business process” are available. Hammer and Champy define
business process as:
“A collection of activities that takes one or more kinds of input and creates an output that
is of value to the customer. A business process has a goal and is affected by events
occurring in the external world or in other processes.”
In another definition by Davenport, business process:
“A structured, measured set of activities designed to produce a specified output for a
particular customer or market. […] A process is thus a specific ordering of work activities
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across time and place, with a beginning, an end, and clearly identified inputs and outputs:
a structure for action.” (Andrea, 2015).
In both cases, the most important focus is the “output”.
If you want to measure your success with process improvement, you necessary to
establish a list of critical process indicators that can be quantified and measured. On the
production side these metrics are usually called key performance indicators (KPIs). There
are many quality management approaches which includes powerful improvement tools
that can have a profound impact on reducing lead times, reducing inventory, improving
productivity, increasing output, and affecting many other types of KPIs. In some cases,
the change that we detect is drastic. In the following part of this chapter we recommend
some process management metrics that you should apply in the part of measuring process
(Chris, 2016).







Productivity
Quality
Inventory
Floor Space
Travel Distance
Throughput Time

Productivity
Productivity can be measured in a variety of different ways. Productivity is improved
when the product are produced with less effort. If the companies convert production
operations from traditional process-based batch production to leaner work cells, the
increases of production can be significant. Work cells are designed to operate with a focus
on value-added work in almost every movement. So concluded it, if the workers focuse
on the value-added activites and avoid the 8 wastes, the productivity can improve to a
level that never seen before.
Quality
Improvements to quality are the secondary benefit of process improvement. There is
nearly zero WIP (Work In Process) as single-piece flow is incorporated to provide focus
on work. In a traditional environment WIP has the potential to hide quality mistakes in
higher quantities. Single-piece flow can contribute to better focuses and after if a mistake
is made it is just one unit, not multiple units in a pile of inventory. Unlike that we
mentioned above the batch-processed production line can create higher quantities of
mistakes. The standard work procedures and guidelines are developed for work cells to
guarantee consistency between workers and help in reducing quality mistakes. You will
see as you read the next chapters of this lecture notes how kaizen and six sigma can
improve overall internal quality, reduce defects and reworks and ensure a satisfied
customer.
Inventory
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Inventory is a very different story because most companies repairing or producing a
product needs the all three steps: raw goods, WIP, and finished goods also. Everything
that needs to perform the work is done in the work cell. This process management metrics
brings the processes closer and sizes rightly so WIP does not leave the area for any reason.
Moreover this approach reduces the level of WIP and provides better visibility of the
work place. Another part of the manufacturing system is the proper implementation of
the system of Kanban in order to ensure parts, material and suppliers that are delivered
into the workstation as needed to keeps the product flowing.
Floor space
Floor space comes at a premium, and you need to start looking at the poor use of floor
space as hurting the company’s ability to grow. Floor space should be used to perform
value-added work that creates revenue for the company. It should not be used to store
junk or act as a collector of unneeded items. Renting, leasing, or buying a manufacture
building is one of the highest overhead costs. Although the factory is used for other items,
such as holding inventory, shipping, receiving, maintenance, and so on, the production
floor should be effectively utilized for value-added work. Value-added work involves the
act of building products or the steps that need to change fit, form, or function of the
product you intend to sell. Production lines, equipment, and machines all produce a
sellable product, and the floor space needs to perform this work so should be properly
used. Work cell implementations reduce floor space as processes that used to be separated
by long distances are brought closer and WIP piles are eliminated. Buildings cost money,
and there is a lot associated with having a facility even if you do not produce product
every month. The costs can include the lease, insurance, taxes, utilities, maintenance, and
upkeep, so you need to be making money out of it. How much of your space is used to
create revenue? Inventory sitting on shelves does not create revenue in a production or
repair environment. You can measure your floor space utilization by something called
revenue or profit per square foot. As you implement Kanban systems, you will see a
reduction in overall carrying costs in your facility. One of the costs is poor use of space,
and it is a critical Lean metric. As a company becomes less organized and unneeded
inventory begins to accumulate, more space becomes used for non-value-added items.
This creates an increase in waste. Over time, items such as workbenches, garbage cans,
chairs, unused equipment, tools, and tables tend to pile up, and valuable production space
simply disappears. Rather than reduce inventory and improve floor space use, the general
approach is to add. Add building space, racks, shelves, and you want to change your
perception of space: better use, fewer non-value-added items, less waste, and less stuff.
Work cells are designed for the absolute minimum amount of effort and space to
manufacture product.
Travel Distance
Another part of the process management metrics is the travel distance. The father there
is to go, the longer it is going to take. Obviously long production processes can create a
lot of waste and reduce overall performance. Furthermore the longer-than-needed
processes take up more floor space. We can look at the travel distance in two different
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ways: the distance that people walk, and the distance that inventory (product, service) is
transported. Travel distance is connected to overall lead times in a process and the entire
factory. When WIP is created above required quantities during the working process, it
takes up more valuable floor space and increases the distances that the production line
needs. Furthermore travel distance increases and the floor space becomes improperly
used so the workers walk farther distances and the lead times are increased. Also increase
the waiting time between processes and there is added lead time to maneuver inventory.
If the work areas are designed incorrectly the workers have to walk a lot and they become
cluttered and more time is needed to find the correct and essential items for the working
step. In contrast with batch process work areas work cells take up less space and product
travels significantly less. To sum up the less distance product travels, the less time it takes
to produce. This fact is very insistent.
Throughput Time
Throughput time is the time that takes the product to flow in the production process in
the context with measuring travel distance. Throughput time has a direct impact on
delivery; the longer it takes product to move through the plant, the longer it takes to be
delivered. Obviously many variables can extend product lead time, so it is wise to
simplify the metric task by measuring the time. If we observe longer productions lines
we have to apply more workers, workstations, tools, conveyors, supplies and material
which will be result additional cost and WIP as well as extended lead times. A physical
reduction in distance equates to less throughput time, allowing an organization to promise
more competitive, yet reasonable and delivery dates. Moving inventory through the
process faster means less time and money. If we improving these key Lean metrics and
using them as a measurement of our success will have a profound impact on the overall
financial success and long-term growth of our company. These Lean metrics simply as
process metrics because they can be measured at the shop floor level. Production workers
have to work in an efficient environment to be successful contributors to optimal cost,
quality and delivery. Every Lean metric improved complements another and so on. As
you have more experience in Lean, and you become more experienced as a Lean
practitioner, you will understand how these metrics that we mentioned above related to
each other (Chris, 2016).

1.1. Business process Management
STAKEHOLDERS IN THE BPM LIFECYCLE
There are different stakeholders in a life cycle of business processes. Firstly, we
distinguish the following individuals and groups.
Management Team
The structure of the team is depended on the organization of the company. We cover the
following positions. The Chief Executive Officer (CEO) is in charge of the successful
business process management The Chief Operations Officer (COO) is the one of the
highest ranking position in an organization. That person is responsible of the daily
operations of the company. The Chief Process Officer (CPO) is a person who responsible
for process performance. In many cases the COO and CPO is the same person. The Chief
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Information Officer (CIO) is in charge of the operation of information system. In many
cases business process reengineering projects are driven by CIO. The Chief Financial
Officer (CFO) responsibilities are the following. Operating the financial processes and
responsible which have a direct impact on financial performance. Other management
position is the Human Resources (HR) director. The HR director with their team measure
and oversee the performance of the workers and managers (Marlon et. al, 2013).
Process Owners
In companies’ life, there are many processes. The process owners are essential
requirement for success process management. They are fundamentals of process
operation without failure. They are responsible for the resources so that the process runs
smoothly. They determine the performance measures and objectives as well, and lead
process improvement to detect the failures and root causes to eliminate that. Process
owners during process improvement determining corrective activities if there are some
deviations between the planned and the current state. The process owners are involved in
data collection process modelling, analysis, redesign, and implementation. In many cases
the same individual could be responsible for multiple processes. For instance, in a small
and medium-sized enterprise a single manager perform the order-to-cash process and the
sales customer service process.
Process Participants
Process participants are coordinated by process owners in this case there are some nonroutine aspects of the process. Basically, the process participants perform the activities
based on standards and guidelines of the company. Process participants are essential in
process improvement, because they can see the process transparently, and understand it.
Process Analysts
They determine the failures and try to identify the root causes of failures. After the
determination they improve the process by eliminating the root cause. They coordinate
process improvement as well as process monitoring and controlling. They make report to
management about the state of the process and process output.
System Engineers
They transform the requirements of costumer into system design in the process and
product design phase. System Engineers are involved in process design, improvement
and implementation. They support the process analyst with simulation result, and work
together with process owners and the management. They make a bridge across the
management and the costumers, furthermore they take part in testing and monitoring
activities as well.
The BPM Group (also called BPM Centre of Excellence)
The members in BPM group are responsible for the documentation of processes and share
knowledge on how to plan and perform BPM projects. These members are supporting
the operation with making and applying standards. The most important tasks of the
members are maintaining processes and control the BPM system to meet the strategic
goal of company. The BPM Groups exist in large organizations with years of BPM
experience (Marlon et. al, 2013).
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BUSINESS PROCESS MANAGEMENT
From time to time the implemented business process does not meet our requirements so
we have to do some adjustments in order to the processes are in working order. For the
sake of the cause all steps of the process needs to be monitored and analysts workers need
to scrutinize the data which collected by the monitoring of the process. If we could do
this, we can identify the necessary adjustments and we can control better to the
execution’s process. These activities that I mention above are involved in controlling and
process monitoring phase. This phase is important; however identifying one handful issue
is not the end of the cycle. Namely, we have to manage a process that requires continuous
effort. Lack of these, i.e. continuous monitoring and improvement of the process leads to
degradation. As Michael Hammeron once put it: “every good process eventually become
as a bad process” unless we continuously adapt and improve the technology, keep up
with the changing landscape of customer needs and competition with rivals. As we see
this is the reason why BPM lifecycle’s phases should be seen as a circular: the monitoring
and controlling output can feed back into the analysis, discovery and redesign phases
(Marlon et. al, 2013).

process
discover

process
analysis

process
monitoring

process
redesign

process
implementation

Figure 1: BPM lifecycle

Consequently, we can reckon BPM as a continuous cycle which contains the following
phases. The phases of business management lifecycle are the following:




Process identification. In this phase we pose a business problem, the processes
which are relevant to address the problem are identified, delimited or related to
each other. The process identification’s outcome is a newer or updated process
architecture that provides an overall view of the processes in an organization and
their relationships. Several times the process identification is worked in parallel
with the identification of performance measure. In this book, however, we will
associate performance measure identification with the process analysis phase,
because performance measures are often used for process analysis.
Process discovery (also called as is process modeling). In this step, the current
phases of each relevant process are documented, typically with a form of one or
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several as-is process models. In the field of process management there are many
different process modelling language, such as event driven process chain
diagram, value stream mapping or BPMN 2.0. The managers can use these
techniques in different situation. It depends on the process which language
necessary for modelling.
Process analysis. Here, the issues that associated to the as-is process are
identified and documented whenever a possible quantified performance measure
occurs. A structured collection of issues are the output of this phase. These issues
are typically prioritized in terms of their impact and once in a while in terms of
the estimated effort that required resolving them.
Process redesign (also called process improvement) (It can be Business Process
Reengineering as well). In this phase our aim is to identify the changes in the
process that will help us to address the identified issue in the previous phase and
allow the organization to meet its performance objectives. As a result of this
multiple change options are analyzed and compared in terms of the chosen
performance measures. These last two phases process redesign and process
analysis go hand-in-hand. If new change options are proposed, they are analyzed
by using process analysis techniques. Over the long pull the most promising
change options are combined, which lead to a redesigned process. The output of
this phase serves as a basis for the next phase as a typical to-be process model.
Process implementation. In this phase, the changes that need to require to move
from the as-is process to the to-be process are prepared and performed. Process
implementation involves two fields: organizational change management and
process automation. The organizational change management includes lot of
activities that required to change the way of working in this process and all
participants involved. Another part of the process implementation is the process
automation, this consists of the development of the IT systems (or enhanced
versions of existing IT system) that support the to-be process. In this book we
will focus to the last one. Organization change management is a separate field. If
we want more specific, this book presents just one approach to process
automation, in this example a feasible process model derived from the to-be
process model stage and this feasible model deployed in a BPMs.
Process monitoring and controlling. This phase occurs when a redesigned
process is running, data are collected and analyzed, and we determined how well
this running process was performing considering the performance measures and
performance objectives. Deviations, bottlenecks and recurrent errors calculate
their intended behaviors are identified and qualifying actions are implemented.
After this implementation new issues may arise either the same or in other
processes, so we have to keep in our mind the BMP cycle need to be repeated
permanently (Marlon et. al, 2013).

As we understand the BPM lifecycle, it helps to understand technology’s role in BPM.
In a business process improvement the key instrument is the technology exceptionally
the Information Technology (IT). IT specialist for example system engineers generally
play a special role in BPM initiatives. In order to achieve maximum effectiveness, our
system engineers need to be aware of that technology is just one tool for manage and
execute processes. Process analysts and system engineers need to work together so that
11

understand the major issues that affect the certain process, and how to best resolve it
including automation methods or other techniques. As the memorable technology
businessman Bill gates put it: “The ﬁrst rule in any technology used in a business is that
automation applied to an efﬁcient operation will magnify the efﬁciency. The second is
that automation applied to an inefﬁcient operation will magnify the inefﬁciency”. This
means that every IT graduate have to learn this fundamental skill how to design and
improve processes- and it is important not only know how to build an IT system to
automate. Inverse of this is true also, every business graduates need to understand how
technology works, particularly the IT, and can be used this techniques to optimize the
execution of business processes (Marlon et. al, 2013).
To sum up BPM is a discipline that contains principles, methods and tools to analyze,
monitor, execute and design business processes. On the other hand the mentioned process
models and performance measures are also the foundational pillars for managing
processes. The provided definition incorporates the main phases of the BPM lifecycle
and the various connected disciplines with BPM, such as Lean, Six Sigma and Total
Quality Management.

1.2. History of Six Sigma
Six Sigma is a process improvement methodology, which relies on quantitative data and
statistical foundations. The aim of the method is to reduce the amount of defects, speed
up the production and increase the quality of products or services in accordance with
customer requirements. Six sigma is not a new and revolutionary methodology, it
organises proven quality measurement and improvement methods into one wellstructured framework. Six Sigma process improvements are considered a project in every
case, and these processes are usually guided by expert Six Sigma project leaders. These
leaders are awarded by one of the six sigma belts, which represent the hierarchy as well.
For example, a person with a black belt can lead full projects, while members with other
belts (from higher to lower: green, yellow or white belts) get smaller and smaller tasks
and responsibilities in the project (Heizer et al, 2017, George et al, 2004, Tóth, 2008).
HISTORY
The invention of Six Sigma dates back to the mid1980s, and can be linked to Motorola
Company. One of the divisions of Motorola was sold to Japan in the middle of the 1970s.
The defects were huge at that time, but when the Japanese took over the production, it
turned out that the defects could be reduced by 95% with the same technology and
machines. Due to this success, a new quality-department was formed that published the
methodology in 1984. Later on, many companies joined to the Six Sigma system, and
they started to add their own developments and approaches to the methodology. This is
how it was formed by many approaches until it reached its present form. Since the
emergence of Six Sigma, three different periods have evolved and can be distinguished
based on the milestones in the course of the framework development (Bolya, 2011):
I. Period (1984-1994)
In the first period there were only 4 phases in the project: define, measure, analysis and
control. This method was only applied in manufacturing environments and the main focus
was on defect elimination. During this time period, a statistical method was assigned to
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each phase. The belt hierarchy was created in this decade as well. Some important
companies that introduced this method are: IBM, Xerox, Ericsson, and Texas Instrument.
II. Period (1994-2001)
In this period the basic method was expanded with financial approaches and human
resources. Six Sigma became an independent division at companies. In addition, they
recognized that a well-thought out planning is a key factor in the effectiveness of a
project. That is how the define phase was included in the MAIC and it has become to be
known as DMAIC. Some important companies that applied and had an influence on this
method are: ABB, GE, and Honeywell
III. Period (2001- until recently)
In this phase of the Six Sigma evolution, the focus has moved from defect- and cost
reduction to value creation. The created value is always measured on the basis of the
customers’ point of view because customers are willing to pay for the costs of the
transformation process if the value added to the product by that process is important for
them. The significant effects of lean on this approach are also perceptible. An important
company that applied and had an influence on this method is DuPont Corporation.
PERCEPTION OF QUALITY ACCORDING TO SIX SIGMA
One of the most important indicator in Six Sigma is quality. Quality in the industry means
that a process can create an output which is free of defects and that customers would pay
for that product or service. In order to achieve a good quality output, processes have to
be stable and capable (see Chapter 3.). Stable processes can be characterized by a mean
and by standard deviation values. The smaller the standard deviation is, the better the
process is. Usually, there are lower (LSL) and upper (USL) limits in the process. Within
these limits good quality products, beyond these limits low-graded or defected products
are produced. These limits can be determined in-house or can be a requirement by legal
regulations (e.g. in food industry).

Figure 2: A process with 6 sigma-levels

Six sigma refers to the 6 𝜎 difference between the average number and the upper and
lower limits. If the process can perform this value, the capability is six sigma. As it can
be seen in the table below, each sigma level is assigned the values of defect per million
opportunities (dpmo):
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Table 1: Sigma level and belonging dpm number

Sigma level

Defect per million

3𝜎

66,811 dpmo

4𝜎

6,210 dpmo

5𝜎

233 dpmo

6𝜎

3.44 dpmo

In the case of 6 𝜎, there is only a 3.4 defected part per million output, which can be a fair
target to achieve regarding defects (Bolya, 2011).
DMAIC CYCLE
The Six sigma process improvement is based on the PDCA-cycle, which is the basis of
continuous improvement. From a practical point of view, the development of
manufacturing technology and the emergence of quality-related methods always entail
more effective, more cost-efficient or easier solutions in the manufacturing and service
industries. A company that does not invest in improvements will always fall behind. The
DMAIC cycle provides a good framework for process improvement activities. Every
single phase has its own function and objective, and methods within the stages can be
freely combined freely and tailored to the process that will improve (George et al, 2004).
Define phase
During this phase, the foundations of the process improvement project are laid. This stage
involves creating a project charter where problem and goal statements are defined in
numbers to make comparisons easier. Apart from the above tasks, deadlines, team
members and their responsibilities are also assigned in this document. Furthermore, the
process in focus and its participants must be investigated as well. In addition, customer
requirements relating the products or services are surveyed, evaluated and quantified
(George et al, 2004).
Measure phase
As the first execution part of the project, the obtained results are quantified. Before
making measurements, the measurement system and tools have to be examined and
validated. After completing the validation, measurements and data collection can be
started. The measuring of the actual situation should be carried out in accordance with
the data collection plan, which includes sampling, capability and stability analyses as
well (George et al, 2004).
Analysis phase
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In this stage analysis takes place based on the data obtained in the measurement phase.
The methods used in this stage aim at searching for problems in the production which
have the biggest impact on the process indicator already determined in the define phase.
Once the problems have been detected, further examination must be done in order to find
root causes. The reason why the team should find root causes is that eliminating them
means that the given problem will not appear again (George et al, 2004).
Improve phase
When the team has obtained information about the root causes, the next step to come is
idea generation for the improvements through brainstorming. Generally, not every single
idea is executable, so prioritizing is essential. For this purpose, simulation is a very useful
method to see how much and what kind of improvements and investigation is necessary
without changing anything in the real life production. Then, the best actions for
improvement can be selected on the basis of the simulation results (George et al, 2004).
Control phase
In the last phase of the process improvement, the main goal is to maintain the levels of
the quality and indicators that have already been achieved during the improvement by
setting up standards and by creating control cards. In addition, it is also necessary to make
a deep revision of the project, which includes a self-check of the project charter from
different aspects: for example the evaluation of team members and feedback from them,
the analysis of financial limits, the comparison of the achieved result with the original
goal statement. At the end of a well-accomplished project, the team deserves a big
celebration (George et al, 2004)!
GE COOKBOOK FOR SIX SIGMA PROJECTS
Regardless of the company’s size, every process improvement project is the same to some
extent. The most influential factors are the characteristics of the process and the extent of
the process improvement. Depending on these factors, the complexity of the applied
methods can be varied. In complex environments advanced methods can provide more
information and details, while in simple processes basic methods can be sufficient to
apply (Tóth, 2008).
General electric has made a unified guidebook (known as the “GE cookbook”) where the
obligatory activities are listed, and some tools are recommended:

Table 2: GE Six Sigma Cookbook

Phase

Sign

Activities

Tools

A

Defining the critical to quality indicators

-

B

Team charter establishment

-

Define
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Measure

Analysis

Improve

Control

C

Flowchart creation

Flowchart (EPC, BPMN
2.0)

1.

CTQ indicator selection

VOC, QFD, FMEA

2.

Output definition

Benchmarking

3.

Measurement system analysis

GR&R

4.

Determination of capability

Zst, Cp, Pp

5.

Determination of performance
requirements

Benchmarking

6.

Identification of deviation sources

Statistics

7.

Identification of reasons

DoE, statistics

8.

Finding correlations between variables

DoE

9.

Determination of tolerance limits

Tolerance analysis,
Simulation

10.

Measurement system analysis

R&R analysis

11.

Determination of capability

Zst, Cp, Pp

12.

Process control

SPC, FMEA, Poka-yoke

According to the guidebook, process improvements can be accomplished in 15 steps, and
depending on the structure of the process, tools can be selected from the table (Tóth,
2008).
Stages and major methods will be explained in detail later in this book (see Chapter 3:
Methods of process improvement).

1.3. Process improvement across kaizen point of view
Process improvement has three interconnected areas: process, technology and
organisation. The main objective of process improvement is to establish a process which
conforms to organisational and technological factors and achieves the desired outcome
by involving key players and taking all three areas into consideration. Various quality
improvement techniques can be used during process development.
This lecture notes provide some different approaches and methods in field of process
improvement. These are the following: DMAIC cycle, Kaizen and LEAN. In the next
chapters you can find descriptions about methods which can be applied in different
industrial areas.
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In field of quality management the process improvement is applied as continuous
improvement based on PDCA cycle.
For continuous quality improvement organizations use different approaches, tools and
methodologies for implementing a quality management and programs. These programs
generally use different name or label for example TQM (Total Quality Management),
BPM (Business Process Management), Six Sigma or World Class Manufacturing.
Independently of the approach, tool, methodology or the name of the continuous
improvement programs, each organization will certainly need to use a proper
combination and selection of different approaches, tools and techniques in its
implementation process. Most of these approaches, tools and techniques are used
worldwide and easy to understand and can be used by anybody of the company, such as
PDCA cycle or Deming's circle. Experts for specific problem-solving applications and
implementation use these advanced techniques and methodologies. It is very important
approaches, tools and techniques should be selected for the appropriate team and applied
correctly to the appropriate process. The successful implementation of tools, approaches
and techniques depends on their understanding, knowledge and proper application in
organizational processes.
Continuous Improvement (CI) can be superficially defined as an ongoing effort to
improve products, services, and processes. But, it is also a problem solving technique. In
fact, CI is a sum of many methods and problem solving tools put together to make work
more efficient and effective. In order to do that, CI focuses on many aspects such as
culture, customers, and data. CI is fixed on finding problems, dedicate convenient
resources, fix problems, try to include customers and staff in the improvement process,
and create a routine out of the successful solution.
Another highlight culture of continuous improvement is involving diversity and
inclusion. CI favors the inclusion of both staff and customers. CI philosophy is not just a
matter of wanting to involve everyone, but it is that everyone is needed.
Customer Focus is also a must. The goal is to provide what customers need, when they
need it, and how they want it.
For more than twenty years the mantra in private enterprise and public enterprise has
been “customer focus”. The phrase appears on mission statements, vision statement and
“our values” statements adorning private and public enterprise walls alike.
The phrase has been embedded in part by an exponential growth in management
processes and systems based processes. The advent of systems based methods such as
Enterprise Resource Planning and Customer Relationship Management have hard coded
customer needs into organisations.
Quality methods such as Six Sigma and Total Quality Management have often been used
to focus attention on delivering upon customer’s needs. The full list of methods which in
one way or another beseech the user to have a customer focus would easily fill up this
entire column.
There is, however, a simple problem.
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Most organisations have difficulty in defining who their customer is. Additionally, they
have great difficulty in defining what it means, specifically, for their organisation to focus
on the yet to be defined customer.
The implications of the problem remaining unresolved are significant. Organisations that
are truly focused on customers will build their operations around the customer. To build
operations around a customer has implications for the organisational leadership,
performance management and processes management/technology enablement.
The fundamental part of process improvement to understand the voice of customer. The
company how can get information about needs of costumer, and how can transform it to
parameters. After the company produces something valuable based on the transformed
parameters. The “Voice of Costumer” is an easy and useful technic to start to understand
the customer needs. The first step of the kaizen process is to understand the needs of
customer.
The word kaizen is the fusion of the two Japanese words kai and Zen that means “change”
and “better”. The current common notation is “continuous improvement” which in
practice means “analyze to make better”.
Kaizen, a well-known quality management tool in modern industry, is a process of
continuous improvement based on concrete, simple and inexpensive actions. But, it is
first and foremost a state of mind that involves all actors. Most managers and researchers
would agree that kaizen refers to creating improvement by changing the work method
and the way of thinking to overcome a certain problem and maintain the change if proved
effective (Angel, 2014).
Kaizen is a concept that has evolved remarkably over the recent years. And as a result,
kaizen has developed to have multiple meaning. Kaizen Blitz is one of these techniques.
It is a sort of a training system that brings together work teams to make improvements,
to relocate machines and to reduce the cycle time (Bunji, 2014).There is also the kaizen
Teian for a more traditional system. Kaizen technique generates small improvements as
result efforts made by all the employees. The idea is to bring together a group of stake
holders and managers to analyze an existing process and identify possible improvement
actions that are within the scope of the involved personnel. Kaizen has several basics and
rules such as, replacing conventional old ideas with fresh ones or in other words thinking
outside the box, questioning current practices and standards, involving everyone in
connection with the process in the kaizen procedure and positive thinking.
Kaizen can be invested in various areas:






Quality: Making profit by increasing the quality of products, service and
processes.
Cost: Making profit by reducing expenses and manpower, energy and resources.
Delivery: Reducing delivery time, delete non necessary movement and nonvalue-added activities
Management: Improving procedures, habits training, administration, planning,
information systems, documentation and reporting.
Safety: Decreasing unsafe working conditions and conditions that possibly
damage the environment.
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During the kaizen process the skill of worker is improved that the workers can find the
best way to identify and eliminate the root causes of fault. In case of kaizen the workers
invest human mentality to improve the value of key indicators.
The definition of ‘skill’ has changed over the time to include what were previously known
as employee attributes (motivation and compliance). This point means that the company
could use the skills of experienced workers could use skill to boost and improve
management control. However, this requires worker devotion and compliance (Bunji,
2014).
Several ways exist to improve the workers skills such as Cross-Training which is training
different employees to be polyvalent and perform different tasks beside their original
role. The goal of this technique is to enable sharing best practices and increase flexibility
in managing the work problems.
To maintain the workers skills in the best way without affecting the production lines,
managers could use a training tool (Figure 3.) that would facilitate their mission (William,
2011):
Although while talking about improvement in Toyota production systems the first thing
that comes to one’s mind is Kaizen, sometimes the situation requires a big change at once
instead of partial, soft, and continuous process of improvement. This kind of radical
change during a limited time is referred to as kaikaku.
In case we reach a local maximum, extreme changes might be needed. If we have
improved the current situation to an optimal but not the best point, and there is no way
we can improve it to with small changes we have to apply big foundations. The company
may invest in new approach, technology or process.
As a matter of fact, many lean specialist and experts prefer the kaikaku approach when it
comes to lean transformation.
One common form of kaikaku, can be also called kaizen events, where we gather a lot of
people for a one time workshop and ask them to analyze a specific problem and come out
with a solution or improvement plan.
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Identify mandatory, role specific and individual
training needs

Create new entrant training plans

Plan team training needs

Ensure all mandatory training is
completed

Record mandatory training
requirements
Figure 3: Training matrix

Kaizen events might be the perfect required solution when the problem we are facing
some long-lasting problems. However, the main problem with kaikaku and the one shot
events technique is that, usually once the energy created during the event is over, the
rooted previous culture persists and pushes any initiative back toward the initial state. In
order to reach maintenance regarding the outcomes of kaikaku or kaizen events, a
continuous follow up must be put together before the actions and continued with strong
discipline after it, thus make the improvement more continuous over time.
Another problem with the kaikaku is its radical nature. Change is always hard, but radical
change might be too hard for many people. No matter how seductive the one shot fast
change concept might look like from the outside, we should keep in mind that any change
is always resisted by the human mind.



Kaikaku = Radical change
Kaizen = Good change

2. PROCESS MODELLING
Business process modelling is an important activity in various phase of the BPM. Firstly,
important to understand why we are modelling a process after can start draw a model.
Based on the LEAN thinking, in every case the model is created on “gemba”. “Gemba”
is the place where the value is created. There are many reasons for model a process. The
first on is simply to understand the process and to share the information about the
structure of the process with people. Process modelling can help to get better understand
about to process and identify problems.
In this chapter we will become familiar with the fundamentals of process modelling using
EPC (event driven process chain diagram) language. We will able to create process model
with these concepts.
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Modelling refers to the recognition of the properties of the real system, and make smaller
and simplified version of the real life. Business process modelling is a means for
accommodating and communicating the business activities, information flow and
decisions.
Business Process Modelling types Dynamic Model Types: If a model type shows process
relevant information that could be put in a chronological manner, this model is referred
to as a "dynamic model type". All models representing a process flow as Event Driven
Process Chains or Value Added Chain Diagrams are called dynamic model types. Static
Model Types: Static model types are time independent structures. This includes the
organizational structures modelling and relationships between business objects.
A modelling language consists of three different parts such as, syntax, semantics and
notation. The syntax provides a set of elements and a set of rules to control how these
elements can be applied. The semantics connect the syntactical elements and their textual
descriptions to a precise meaning. The notation determines a set of graphical symbols for
the visualization of the elements.
Event-driven process chain diagram is a tool which able to represent business processes.
This technique is usable to modelling service and production as well. EPC is the one of
the most popular modelling techniques in industry. There are two types of EPC, the
simple one and the extended. The differences between these two types are the amounts
of the elements. Simple version consists of three elements: Functions, Events, and
Logical operators. Extended version uses plus elements such as resources (documents,
data, organization, and IT infrastructure). Both of them able to demonstrate the
operational sequence of business workflows. If we would like to draw an “easy” model
we can use the simple one, but if there are some requirements about present resources,
we need to use the extended EPC. The resources can be easily bind to elements of process,
and these help for workers to getting known their procedures better.
So, three objects are defined and used in the simple EPC technique:
Functions (green rectangle) correspond to the various tasks that need to be perform. (e.g.
Register order date to the form). These activities usually add value to the business
process. They require inputs, consume resources and create outputs.
Events (red hexagon) describe the situation before and after a function is performed. (e.g.
Customer was arrived at the desk). So the event is a condition or state, which can be a
requirement to start a function (pre-condition) or this is caused by a function (post
condition). These events can be changed as the process changes.
Logical operators (grey circles) define routing rules. Basically, there are three types of
logical operators: the logical AND for concurrency, XOR for exclusive choices, and OR
for inclusive choices. These rules can create new paths in the process and help describe
the structure of the real business process.
These elements are the classic elements of the control flow modelling. These routine
elements are also included in other modelling languages such as BPMN 2.0, UML, or
simple flow chart.
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Figure 4: Sample process modell with EPC

The process on figure 4 starts with an event, when the “Customer arrives in the store”.
The task “Register order” is caused by the first event when the shop assistant records the
requirements of order. The next section is started by an AND logical operator, when the
two processes are performed. A colleague collects the necessary stuff for the customer
and in the same time, another colleague fills the standard form with the data of custome
(bill, shipping information etc.). These processes have to perform before the next task
can start. If the collecting is ended, and the administration is ended too, after “complies
the order” the customer pays for the packed and the process is ended by an event, when
the customer lefts the store.
In case of modelling with EPC there are some advices which need to take into account
for success modelling. Here are some recommendations on how to build a process model
from scratch as well as for improving exist process models (Mendling et al, 2007).
1. Use as few elements in the model as possible. Larger models are not transparent
and difficult to understand. If it is possible to describe the process with just a few
elements, just make a simple structured model.
2. Minimize the routing path between the elements. When there are a lot of elements
and higher the number of the output and input arcs together, not easily to
understand it.
3. The process model is started by one event, and ended by one event. Most
workflow requires a single start and a single end. Moreover, models satisfying
this requirement are easier to understand.
4. Structured the process model as much as possible. A process model is structured
if every element joins of the proper element, and there are not open path.
5. Avoid OR logical operator. Process models that have only AND and XOR logical
operator have less error.
6. Use verb-object activity labels. Determine the situation and name of the elements
on the easiest way as possible.
7. The process model is decomposed if it has more than 50 elements. The models
which have more than 50 elements the error probability favor to be higher than
50%. Large model should be split up into smaller models.
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3. METHODS OF PROCESS IMPROVEMENT
Regardless of the fact whether a company is a manufacturing or a service provider, its
aim is to satisfy customers’ needs and earn profit. Providing customers lower prices than
those of other companies’ does not automatically mean competitive advantage: due to
high customer demands, quality is more important than ever before. For the interest of
producing output and providing good quality, business processes must be revised and
improved if necessary. In this year and age, process improvement methods are
flourishing. In this chapter Six Sigma process improvement is dealt with in depth.
Six Sigma is a problem-solving and process improvement tool, which aims at achieving
better quality products or services, producing fewer defects and designing stable
processes both in manufacturing and at service providing companies. The reason for these
endeavors is very simple: if there are stable processes in production and service provision,
stable outputs can be achieved and constant quality can be provided for customers. When
stable processes are coupled with high quality products or services, success can be
achieved in the market which is often realized as company profit (George et al, 2004).
Six Sigma is not just a subjective philosophy; it is a framework built up through strict
step series. It relies on quantitative data collection, as these data show the actual state and
capability of processes. Based on these important pieces of information, statistical
analyses can be carried out, root-causes of problems can be detected as well as corrective
actions can be suggested in order to eliminate problems and unreasonable actions from
business processes. Six Sigma is considered as a project in every case (Tóth, 2008).
Six Sigma has 5 phases through which process improvement can be carried out
effectively. These phases are called the DMAIC-cycle, an acronym of the names of the
phases (Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve and Control). DMAIC is based on Deming’s
PDCA-cycle (Plan, Do, Check, Act), which is a concept of continuous improvement. The
only difference is that PDCA-cycle is a general method that can be used in numerous
fields, while DMAIC-cycle is a more specific technique in process improvement (Tóth,
2008).
In each phase various sets of techniques are available, among which the best ones are
often chosen by the process engineer or the manager and which can then be tailored to
the examined process. However, it is necessary to mention that there are certain parts in
each phase that cannot be skipped (Bolya, 2011).
This chapter is organized as follows. In each subsection a brief summary can be read on
such works that must be accomplished in a given Six Sigma phase, then two of the most
important and unavoidable techniques of each phase are explained in both theoretical and
practical points of view.

3.1. Define phase
The well-thought-out planning is an essential part of every project in practice. Especially,
when it comes to process improvements in the field of business. Therefore, the first step
is to create a Project Charter (Appendix 1.). In this document a problem statement that is
closely related to key process indicators (KPIs, see Chapter 1.) is declared. It can help to
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set the scope of the project but must be chosen carefully: if the focus is too narrow, the
desired results can be lower than the investment itself. However, if the focus is too wide
and complex, the results may not be achieved. A goal statement can be defined in
accordance with the scope of the project that can serve as a standard or basis for the
comparison with the results at the end of the project.
A project charter is also used for gathering team members and assigning responsibilities
to them. The team is usually led by a trained Six Sigma leader, who can select the
necessary methods. It is advisable to gather team members from different divisions to
keep the multi-approach aspect: that is workers, who know the transformation processes;
managers, who have the skills to examine problems from different viewpoints;
stakeholders, who provide financial backgrounds for improvements. Setting deadlines
and milestones is crucial to carry out process improvements efficiently (George et al,
2004).
The next step is that the team should understand the process in depth. For this purpose, a
great variety of flowcharts are available. The biggest advantage of using flowcharts is
that standard signs serve as a common language among team members with the help of
which everybody can have the same interpretation of the same diagram (Rother et al,
1998). A widely used flowchart at service provider companies is the “Swim lane
diagram”, while the Value Stream Map (VSM) is applied at manufacturing companies
(Appendix 2 and 3.).
When the team becomes familiar with the process, customers’ preferences and
requirements should be investigated. This can be accomplished by making voice of
customer analysis. The obtained answers should be transformed into quantitative data.
Later on, product or service features must be analyzed and categorized according to
KANO-analysis to reveal customer preferences (George et al, 2004). The latter two
methods are explained in this chapter.
Voice of customer
The most important task to focus on is to produce or provide such products or services
which the customers demand. Companies have to carry out this part of the job very well
in order to be able to identify customer needs which can be profitably satisfied. The Voice
of customer is a well-designed methodology to collect important information about the
customer – from the customer! This analysis reveals a detailed set of customer needs and
requirements in both quantitative and qualitative levels.
As a first step, key customers must be identified by the method of customer segmentation,
and it has to be decided which group makes the biggest contribution to the profit. After
choosing the “best” segment, data collection can be started. Data collection can happen
by using existing information (e.g. database about sales, referrals) or by using traditional
marketing techniques: interviews, focus group interviews, surveys, etc.
Sometimes, customers do not have a clear idea of what they want, they can only describe
the required features briefly. Therefore, these vague pieces of information must be turned
into clear and exact statements in case of process improvement:
-

Vague statement: I do not want to order anything from you!
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-

Clear statement: The quality is suitable, but I would like to have those items within
1 day, not within 4 days!

These statements can help identify the Critical to Quality (CTQ) indicators, which can be
measured and improved as well. This method can be also applied in product development
field (George et al, 2004).
KANO model
The Kano model is a technique that aims at assessing customer satisfaction related to
product features. This model is mostly used in product developments, but it can be
applied in process improvements as well. The fundament of this method is that there are
no physical and financial possibilities to build every single feature into one product or
service. Product features should be prioritized and categorized, followed by a decision
about which features are worth building into or removing from a product. This approach
illustrates the superiority of the “less is more” principle over the “more is better” one.
Feature categorization is carried out by two approaches (they will be represented by the
2 axes in the model):



Functionality (axis ‘x’) represents “how much of a given feature the customer
gets” on a ‘none to most’ scale.
Satisfaction (axis ‘y’) shows the satisfaction of the customer on a ‘frustrated to
“delighted’ scale.

Four different categories can be distinguished by merging these axes together:





Must be: these features are required by the customers. Without these features the
product would not be appealing to the customers, so they would not buy it. For
example: the call function of a phone.
Performance: the more of these features are added to the product, the more
satisfaction they generate. For example, the longer life span a laptop battery has,
the more satisfied its owner is.
Attractive: these features instigate positive customer reactions, as for instance,
the touchscreen feature in one’s first mobile phone.
Indifferent: these features are indifferent to customers, whether they are added
or not to the product does not really have any significance. For example, the
colour of a product can be such an indifferent feature. (Internet1)

3.2. Measurement phase
During the define phase, Key Process Indicators were selected, formulas related to
indicators were applied and the measurement and calculation mode of variables was
broken down into measurement units. In this phase the measurement system is designed:
what should be measured, how and how many times. The reliability of measurements is
essential, so special attention must be paid to sampling. If measurements are carried out
by human assistance, it is crucial to train staff and set up measuring standards before the
measuring itself begins.
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Furthermore, process stability and capability must be in the focus of the company. If the
process is stable, indicators can be characterized by a mean and by standard deviation
values. The standard deviation must be small, which means that every product can
perform near the perfect level, thus, production becomes predictable with higher
exactitude. However, an instable process has a bigger standard deviation, meaning that
the indicator of the product or service fluctuates. In this case, customer satisfaction will
not be perfect, and prognosis will not be applicable to the production. These elements are
influenced by the quality of raw materials, by human factors, machine settings, all of
which can have either insignificant or significant effects on quality. In the case of
capability, the question is whether the processes or machines can comply with the
expected customer requirements during stable functioning. The calculation of capability
is more or less the same: data are obtained through measurements. A valid measuring
system is an indispensable requirement in the above case. The difference between the
two types of capability calculations is that while machine capability only takes machine
factors into account, process capability takes everything except for machine factors into
account. Based on the capability and stability of a process or a machine, there can be four
different scenarios:
Table 3: Stability-capability crosstab

Stable

Unstable

Capable

SPC can be implemented

Fault analysis

Incapable

Process improvement

Has to be avoided

If a process is capable and stable, Statistical Process Control can be implemented, which
helps maintaining the quality of production. If it is not stable, faults must be found and
eliminated. If a process is not capable but stable, process improvements can be carried
out. If it is not stable and not capable, the entire machine or process must be reengineered
(George et al, 2004).
Reliability of measurement
Before machine and process capability analyses are conducted, the validation of
measurements has to be done. Having a reliable measuring system is crucial in the
determination of capability, in order to make sure that all deviations from the perfect state
are due to machine or process factors rather than to mistakes in measuring.
A measuring system is not only a physical device with which measurements are carried
out, but it is a framework with sampling techniques, check-sheets and other tools. This
framework has to meet some requirements in order to get the most of the measuring.



Accuracy: A measuring device is accurate if the mean of the measured values is
equal to the real value. Verification is done by calibration.
Resolution: Resolution is the smallest unit/distance that the measuring device is
capable of detecting.
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Stability: a measuring device is stable if the same results are achieved after
carrying out the measurements in different time periods.
Repeatability: a measuring device is repeatable when the same person measures
the same part under the same conditions and gets the same values. The best value
is when the standard deviation of the measurements is 0.
Reproducibility: Reproducibility is a feature that can be detected when different
people measure the same part. In an ideal case, the standard deviation of the
measurements is 0.

The R&R test is for quantifying the effects of standard deviation acquired by repeatability
and reproducibility. The aim of this test is to analyze how the standard deviation indicated
by the measuring system relates to the differences between the measured parts. The
components of the variance can be estimated by ANOVA method. The method is better
when the R&R value is smaller (George et al, 2004).
Sampling techniques
The aim of the measure phase is to collect raw data in connection with the state of our
process (e.g. quality of services/products; total process time; inventory level, etc.) for
further analysis. Sometimes it is possible to have access to data on every single element
of a product or a service (with other words: population), but in many cases the cost of
data collection would be higher than the achievable results, or there would be no point in
measuring an indicator for every single item (e.g. the crash test of a car). In this case
sampling is the best option. Sampling is a process where we do not measure all the items
in a given population, instead, they are systematically or randomly chosen and conclusion
is drawn based on these selected items (with other words: samples) with the use of
statistical methods.
There are 4 types of probability sampling as shown below (George et al, 2004):





Simple random sampling: The essence of this method is that every single item
from the population has an equal chance to be a sample.
Stratified random sampling: In this case groups are created (e.g. based on an
indicator) and then simple random sampling is applied for every group.
Systematic sampling: every n-th item is selected during this sampling procedure
(e.g. every 100th product at a factory is examined).
Cluster sampling: this method is similar to systematic sampling, but in this case
more than 1 item are selected at the same time (e.g. every 100th and 101st item at
the same time => 0, 1, 100, 101, 200, 201, 300, 301…)

3.3. Analysis phase
After the measurement phase, many raw data are available for the team. Based on these
data statistical analysis must be carried out in order to understand the process and the
values of the indicators. In this phase, the sigma level is determined, the input data
(measured values) are examined and it is also revealed which input elements have
influence on the output. This output is called the CTQ indicated in the Define phase.
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As far as raw data are concerned, widely used statistical methods are descriptive statistics
(measures of tendency: mean, median, etc.; measures of spread: standard deviation,
variance, etc.) and hypothesis testing (linear regression or ANOVA). Later on, further
examination is carried out in order to detect the most critical/frequent problem. Problems
can be prioritized according to the frequency of their appearance (previous phase).
Consequently, the most frequent problem is the most significant one, therefore, it is worth
dealing with for the rest of the process improvement in order to make the system efficient
(George et al, 2004).
In the following, problems are analyzed, however, in many cases the identified problem
is just an effect rather than being the cause. That is why a whole team must work on and
has to find the root cause of the problem. There are several qualitative techniques for
teams to carry out in order to find the root causes: Failure mode and effects analysis,
Problem tree, 5Whys, 5W1H, and the list could be expanded with many more. These
methods are used for providing directions for improvements (George et al, 2004).
After the root causes have been successfully recognized, idea generation (brainstorming)
is the next step to take. In this stage of the process every single opinion and idea counts,
all of them must be collected and evaluated (George et al, 2004).
Pareto analysis
The Pareto-analysis is a very useful technique in decision making to separate the most
critical items from the common ones in a given list. This method was invented by an
Italian mathematician-economist Vilfredo Pareto. According to his observations, 80% of
the Italian wealth belongs to 20% of the Italian population. This is called the 80/20 rule,
which is a theoretical ratio. This 80/20 rule can be extended to other practical fields; for
example, it is valid in the field of quality improvement: 20% of the problems can be
responsible for 80% of the defects. In such a case, the aim is to prioritize problems in
order to be able to deal with the most common source of the defects or with other words,
with the problems that have the biggest negative impact on the process in question. The
Pareto-analysis is part of the “Seven basic tools of quality”. The application of this
analysis makes it possible for managers to focus on the particular problems, whose
correction can mostly reduce the occurrence of the existent defects. As for visualization,
the frequency of problems can be demonstrated in bar charts where the values are
indicated in a decreasing order as the sequenced arrangement can highlight significance
among items. In addition, the cumulative total can also be drawn for the chart (line graph).
This method can be easily calculated by using MS Excel or other spreadsheet software.
If you would like to create a Pareto chart, the MS Excel and the Tableau software
application are both a good choice for this purpose (Heizer et al, 2017).
Furthermore, this method can serve as an input for root cause analysis: Ishikawa-diagram,
Fault tree analysis or 5Whys.
Steps of creating Pareto analysis:
1. Collect data in connection with the frequency of problems,
2. Make a decreasing order of the problems,
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3. Calculate the ratio of frequency (frequency of a given problem divided by the
summed frequency of all problems)
4. Calculate the cumulative total (cumulative sum of ratio of frequency)
Ishikawa diagram
Ishikawa-diagram (as known as Fishbone diagram) is a simple but effective tool for
structured problem solving. This method is part of the “Seven basic tools of quality”. The
basic idea behind this method is to find the root causes of a specific problem and to
discover (hidden) correlations between the causes and the effects. Eliminating the effects
of a problem does not mean that the problem will not occur again. However, if the root
causes are removed from the process, that particular problem will not be repeated.
The Ishikawa diagram provides a simple and transparent picture of the causes of a
specific problem. The problem is the head of the fish, which can be seen on the right hand
side (see Figure 1.). The main problems are usually selected from the list of „A” class
problems of Pareto-analysis.

Figure 5: Ishikawa-diagram

The major causes are indicated in a fishbone-like structure and are grouped into
categories. The four most common categories are known as the 4M, this abbreviation
stands for Man-Material-Method-Machine. Root causes that have to be eliminated in
order to solve the existent problem are organized into sub-branches. The creation of an
Ishikawa-diagram is based on idea generation through the technique of brainstorming
(Heizer et al, 2017).

3.4. Improve phase
In the improve phase a general overview of the problem acquired from the analysis phase
is in focus. The root causes and their correlations with the effect(s) have already been
identified, so the target in this phase of a milestone is to generate possible solutions.
Brainstorming, benchmarking or hiring a consultant are the best ways to achieve this
goal. However, not every company’s financial background makes it possible for its team
to implement any kind of solution, so prioritization and selection should be applied to
avoid the use of expensive methods. On the other hand, as attempts or trials can be very
costly as well, mathematical models for each solution have to be created. If there is a
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rough estimation of the changes in the indicators, methods like design of experiment
(DoE) and/or simulation can be applied. Depending on the complexity of the process and
other indicators, correction can be made by simulation software applications (e.g. Arena
Simulation, AuraPortal), whereas MS Excel can be a good choice for those who do not
want to invest in software programs and are willing to learn programming.
According to the results of simulation or DoE, the actions for improvement can become
comparable in many respects. Comparison can be a multi-criteria decision method
(MDCM) or an impact effort matrix as well. Having carried out this analysis, a company
can decide which solution is worth implementing. Therefore, a Pilot testing should be
made. During pilot testing, solutions and their implementations are achieved within a
limited scope and budget. Piloting helps both to make full-scale implementations more
effective and to identify barriers. Once everything seems feasible, a full-scale
implementation is the step to come. Simultaneously with the above measurements, it is
highly recommended to make a risk assessment in order to avoid unexpected problems,
in addition, the prepared flowchart of the process should be updated repeatedly. (Former
process: “as-is process”, improved process: “to-be process”) (George et al, 2004).

ECRS
ECRS is a simple method of process analysis which is used by Lean and in the field of
industrial engineering. The aim of this method is to eliminate those activities in the
process which do not create value for the customer. The name derives from the acronym
of the tasks themselves which are performed in this method (Internet2):





Eliminate: unnecessary activities should be removed from the process.
Combine: if there are operations which can be combined, combine them.
Rearrange: improvements can be achieved by rearranging the sequence of
process steps.
Simplify: if there is an opportunity to rationalize a step by applying a new method
or a new tool, measures must be taken in order to simplify that process step.

Before the application of ECRS, the process must be analyzed and quantified in order to
answer the questions from the checklist, which can raise attention to wastes in the
production:
Table 4: ECRS checklist

How much value is added to this process step?
Eliminate

What tools are necessary to make an action more natural?
How much area is needed to carry out the activity effectively?

Combine

How can we carry out two activities by both hands?
How can we make parallel activities?
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What kind of tools can be used in this activity that have been used before?
Can we integrate another activity to achieve parallel activities?
Rearrange

What is the best sequence of activities in the process considering
efficiency or safety?
How can we rearrange the sequence to improve the process?
How can we reduce the number of steps and other movements without
rearranging the work area?
What would happen if we use both hands?

Simplify

What kind of natural sources can we use to simplify the process?
How can we make complex movements easier with special tools?
What are the tools that would make movements ergonomic?
What suggestions are useful to improve the standard and judgment level?

Weighted sum model
When it comes to selecting the best actions for improvement, it is hard to tell which ones
are worth taking and it may cause a lot of headache to decision makers. Many aspects
and circumstances must be taken into account and it makes decision-making even more
complex or challenging to tackle (we assume that there are n different criteria and m
different alternatives). They are called multi-criteria decisions. In the past decades,
several types of supporting tools have become well-known and widespread in both
theoretical and practical fields. Moreover, along with the emergence of Information
technology (IT), the solvability of complex decision problems has become more and
more feasible. A simple, but effective tool is the Weighted Sum Model (WSM). In this
model, decision makers assign weights to different criteria based on their importance. In
order to get the final result of each alternative, sum product of the criteria and alternatives
must be calculated. These final values serve as the basis for the comparison
(Triantaphyllou, 2000):
𝐴𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = ∑ 𝑤𝑗 ∗ 𝑎𝑖𝑗
where:
𝑤𝑗 is the weight of the criterion 𝑗.
𝑎𝑖𝑗 is the value of alternative 𝑖 regarding criterion 𝑗
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Short example:
We have 3 suppliers, and we want to find out which one is the best based on 3 criteria:
quality, quantity and accuracy of delivery. Each criterion is scored on a 1-5 scale (1 =
worst, 5 = best). As the most important indicator of the three is quality, it is assigned 0.5
weight. The other two indicators have the same proportion (0.25-0.25).
Supplier evaluation:
Table 5: Supplier rating table

Supplier 1.

Supplier 2.

Supplier 3

Quality

3

4

5

Quantity

5

4

2

Accuracy

5

5

4

Applying the above shown formula, we get the following results:
Supplier 1.: (3 * 0.5) + (5 * 0.25) + (5 * 0.25) = 4.00
Supplier 2.: (4 * 0.5) + (4 * 0.25) + (5 * 0.25) = 4.25
Supplier 3.: (5 * 0.5) + (2 * 0.25) + (4 * 0.25) = 4.00
In this case, Supplier 2 proves to be the best supplier based on the weighed values,
because it has achieved the biggest value.

3.5. Control phase
As the last step of any process improvement project, implemented corrective actions must
be continued and standardized to have better process runs. To keep indicators in level
with what the company has already reached through process improvement, crucial
parameters of the output should be measured and analyzed. For this purpose Statistical
Process Control (SPC) can be applied. Intervention limits are defined in this situation, so
modifications are justified only if there are some negative changes in the parameters.
Process standardization is carried out during this phase. Standards are set up to show how
an activity should be performed in the best (most efficient, cheapest, safest, etc.) possible
way by sustaining the level of quality. This process makes life easier: the learning curve
of an operator can be cut down, deviations in the standardized process can be detected,
and last but not least, it can serve as a basis for further analysis and process improvement.
From the customer’s point of view, the quality of the output will always be the same.
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As a final step, project closing documentations are prepared so that the achieved results
can be inspected and compared to the goals that were previously set in the define phase.
All the additional benefits or gains are recorded in this document. As a closure, every
single document, piece of data or report should be archived and preserved for later audits
or improvement projects. It must be noted that giving rewards to team members is also
very important in the course of the project (George et al, 2004).
STATISTICAL PROCESS CONTROL
As quality has a great influence on the competitiveness of a company, it is advisable to
maintain the standard of products or services. It is especially important after process
improvements. However, good quality output can only be produced during stable and
capable processes.
The aim of Statistical Process Control (SPC) is to check the critical quality indicator of a
product, and if there is a change in this indicator, intervention must be made in order to
avoid producing defected products or services. Random changes will always happen in
the production, however, filtering systematic changes is essential. This method was
invented to measure and monitor the predetermined quality indicator (for example
temperature, length, pH value, etc.) of a manufacturing process. Measured and collected
data serve as in input for evaluation and analysis. Its graphical representation is a chart
displayed on a card, as it can be seen in the figure below:

Figure 6: An example for Statistical Process Control (SPC) card

Each point of the chart refers to a measurement, and each measurement is used to
determine the average value of the indicator (in commonly used X-bar R chart). Due to
legal regulations or customer requirements, tolerance limits on quality indicators are set
up as well, depending on the field of use. If these limits are exceeded or systematic
changes can be detected from the chart displayed on a card, interventions must be made
(George et al, 2004).
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4. PRINCIPLES OF LEAN
Lean management, or known as the Toyota Production System (TPS) is a production
system invented by a Japanese automotive company, called Toyota in 1949. It is also a
philosophy and a methodology which focuses on making production more efficient by
eliminating unnecessary activities that generate costs but do not create value for the
customer. This approach was prompted by the shortage of resources after World War II
and by the oil crisis in the 1970s. In lean philosophy the most important driving force is
the customer demand regarding quantity, quality, features and timeliness / punctuality.
The production is scheduled and organized based on customer needs in a way that both
the external and the internal customer demands are satisfied at the lowest possible cost
and at the right time. It can be only accomplished if activities are properly mapped and
controlled. These mapped and controlled activities are then revised from time to time in
order to create a continuous improvement, which is a fundamental element of maintaining
competitiveness. Another factor of the competitive edge besides a well-designed
production system is the presence of cross-trained operators who are employed at these
factories. They understand the full process and they know what their responsibilities are
(Womack et al, 2003; Péczely et al, 2009).
If a company starts to apply lean philosophy in their business processes, the following
benefits can be realized:
-

Reduced inventory level,

-

Lower lead times,

-

Increased quality,

-

Product mix handling,

-

Balanced production,

-

Strategic relationship between the company and all its suppliers (Péczely et al,
2009).

4.1. History of lean
Even though the birth of the Toyota Production System dates back to the mid XX.
century, the basics of this method had already been invented by that time. We just need
to think of the military standardization activities (Gribeauval, Whitney, Blanchard), or
management-organizational developments (Gannt, Gilbert couple, Taylor, Ford)
(Péczely et al, 2009).
The first milestone in the life of TPS is the establishment of Toyoda Spinning & Weaving
company in 1918 by Toyoda Sakichi and Toyoda Kiichiro. They invented and patented
the first automated loom machine. The patent was sold to some English businessmen,
and it was the money from that sale (Ł 100,000) that made the establishment of the Toyota
Motor Company possible in 1937. In the 1940s, after World War II, the company came
close to bankruptcy (Péczely et al, 2009).
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It opened a new chapter in the life of Toyota Motor Company and TPS. When Taichi
Ohno became the director of the company, he took part in factory visits to GM and Ford
companies in America, and he realized that the American type of production system was
not suitable for Japanese companies. Therefore, he tailored the production system to the
Japanese environment: for example, the Just-in-time methodology can be related to his
name. Based on this new production system, Ohno claimed that waste meant and was
equal to cost for the company budget and that it had to be eliminated from the production.
Later on, in the 1970s and 1980s, Japan broke into the American electronics and
automation market especially in the field of camera and copier production, and soon
became the market leader: Japanese companies produced better quality at lower prices,
exactly the same quality as what their customers needed, while the American firms were
not able to satisfy these demands (Tóth, 2008; Péczely et al, 2009).
After the events of 1980s, America and Europe tried to find out the secret of the Japanese
companies and implement their methods. The European and American implementation
of the Toyota Production System was named “Lean”.
Special respect must be given to Deming (PDCA-cycle, 14 points, SPC), Juran (Total
Quality Management) and Kaoru (Quality circles, Ishikawa-diagram) for establishing the
foundations of quality management (Péczely et al, 2009).

4.2. Five major principles of lean
As it was mentioned earlier in this book, lean is not just a method to apply, it is much
more: it is a philosophy as well. There are important central principles that guide the lean
transformations. These conventions have been the same since TPS was founded, and
parallels can be drawn between these principles and the Japanese perception of the world.
(Womack et al, 2003)
1) Determination of value: the value is always determined by consumers. They
decide on service features that they are willing to pay for and that they really
want to have in the product. For this reason, companies have to ask their
consumers, and then, based on the received answers, they have to modify their
processes to produce exactly the same product that their customers want, and
they also have to eliminate those features that are not wanted.
2) Mapping the value stream: companies have to possess every information in
connection with the product or product family. It is advisable for them to be
familiar with the processes that are taking place at their suppliers’ company.
Value stream is defined as the sequence of activities from the starting point of
raw material production (e.g. mining) to the final point of delivering the
processed product to the customer. When it comes to creating a value stream
map, 3 different types of activities can be distinguished:
a) Value-added: Activities that forward the product to a higher degree of
completion, the ones that the customers are ready to pay for.
b) Non value-added: These activities consume resources (human, energy,
money) and perform tasks that the customers do not want to pay for.
c) Business non value-added: These activities do not create value, but they are
essential for the running of the company.
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3) One-piece flow: If every activity is/were mapped, non-value added activities
can/could be eliminated from the process, while value-added activities can/could
be organized optimally and one-piece flow can/could be ensured. Nowadays,
most companies participate in high-batch production. In this case, there are a lot
of raw materials and tools that have to wait for a long time, for the next changeover. These materials require a lot of space in the inventory. In the early XX.
century, Ford created the continuous flow within his company, but his factory
only produced 1 type of product. Ohno had to adopt that method and apply it to
low batches, even for 1-piece manufacture. It was accomplished by reducing the
size of the machines and by organizing them on the basis of value stream. This
method can be used by suppliers as well in order to achieve higher efficiency.
4) Creating the pull system: the creation of the one-piece flow has immediately
revealed its benefits: reduction of lead times from raw materials to final products,
from product development and from order processing. In this case, consumers do
not have to wait for the manufacturing of the product; they get what they want at
the right time. So pull system means that customer or consumer needs trigger the
production. It means that companies no longer have to make unreliable forecasts
and produce for warehouse storage, because what they produce will be surely
sold. It can keep consumer needs consistent, as companies do not have to give
discounts due to the high level inventory of unnecessary products.
5) Continuous improvement: It is the last principle of lean, but it must be admitted
that this part is a never-ending process. If the flow speeds up, additional barriers
and wastes will appear. Furthermore, there will always be more and more precise
ways to determine value for the customer, and there will be new methods to
revise production processes (e.g. Process Mining). The basic principle is to make
business processes transparent for every member who takes part in the value
creation from the raw material to the finished product. They are involved in the
process improvement in order to achieve short-term and long-term corporate
goals.

4.3. House of lean
Lean manufacturing can be characterized by a house. It is a hierarchy where methods are
ranked in order to carry out lean transformation successfully. If a company who wants to
apply the lean system, its processes should be stable. Stability means that processes can
produce consistent products during production, while processes are executed in the same
way. It provides the basis for plannability and predictability in production. Stability
serves as the basis for further improvements: without it, process improvements cannot
be realized. After establishing stability, Heijunka or balanced production (in English) can
be executed. In other words, synchronised production is achieved in this step. Another
important method is Kaizen that refers to continuous improvement, an important
principle of lean. Chapter 1 provides more information about Kaizen.
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Figure 7: House of lean

If the foundations are solid, it is possible to build on them. The two important pillars that
are crucial for the company are Jidoka, which means built-in quality, and the other is Just
in time production, which is based on pull manufacturing. These methods are explained
later in this chapter.
The roof of the house symbolizes the corporal excellence. Excellence can be achieved
by providing the best quality product for the customer at the lowest possible cost and in
the shortest possible lead time. If these indicators meet customer needs, a company can
be called “excellent” in this respect (Womack et al, 2003;Péczely et al, 2009).

4.4. Jidoka
Based on LEAN approach, each process only ships quality product. Each operator within
each process has a firm understanding of what is good, what is normal and what is
abnormal. When they see a defect, they know what it is and they can do actions to fix the
problem (Hiroyuki, 2016).
Build in quality means:





Do not pass defects: If a problem occurs fix it in the same process step.
Immediate quality feedback: If a problem occurs, some of workers stop the flow
and fix it immediately, and send signal for the previous and the next stage about
the problem.
Defects are found at the source: That is why they have no chance to reproduce
the defect
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Figure 8: How we build in quality

Build in quality consists of 4 steps any given process is taken. Firstly, use visual
management and some kind of mechanism to make abnormalities visible. Important that
operators can see when something has happened or something abnormal has happened.
The mechanism is a tool to be able to call for help, some assistance in dealing with this
defect. Necessary a management culture where there is an immediate response, the
situation is not acceptable when just let it sits for a day or two days. Fix the problem
immediate, and after implementation need a good countermeasures. So prevent the
defect, when some problems are occurred and the process does not produce defect,
because the workers with an immediate implementation fix the problem, before
producing defect. So the process cannot pass the defect.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Make abnormalities visible
Call for help quickly
Immediate response
Implement countermeasure

There are some tools to build in quality. These are the following.
ANDON
Andon is kind of like a warning signal. It is a mechanism to stop the process and call for
help, when some abnormalities occur in the process. It has two types. There is a human
andon on which can be a flag or a light or pull a chain, and the other is the machine andon.
Developed from supervisors need to know when/where problems occur. So andon is a
tool for visual control to workers can see a problem when it happens in real time that flag
goes up, that light goes on etc.
POKAYOKE
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Pokeyoke is a pretty simple thing, practical, inexpensive tool with the use of which the
operators can avoid the defects which occurs based on human mistake. In case of
pokeyoke improvement need to apply the “go and see” mentality. Pokeyoke is a small
thing that has a big impact.
SEPARATE MAN FROM MACHINE
In terms of building quality the second aspect is separating man’s work from a machines
work. This chapter gives description about it in the next session.
We can produce a simple product in a variety of way. One way is when workers have to
use both hands to hold something. Another way is when the machine does all of the work
or the third way is when the machine does just the half part of it. As we can see above
there are many ways to do a certain product.
Now we recommend four steps that should take in to account to develop jidoka, every
step is connected with the relationship with machines and workers.
Step 1: Manual labor
This manual labor means that every product here is prepared by workers hand. Thus all
of the work here done by hand. This type of labor works right just when the workers work
quickly and the labor costs are very cheap. For example it occurs on a manual assembly
line (Hiroyuki, 2016).
Step 2: Mechanization
In a labor where mechanization uses people have more time to do something else.
Because of it, it means that the half of the working process done by machine. This is the
step where we can see division of labour by machine and workers. However workers do
the most part of the process (Hiroyuki, 2016).
Step 3: Automation
In this step all working stages done by machine. Workers just set a workpiece up at the
assembly line and turn on the machine. The advantage of automation is the workers can
leave the machine alone but the disadvantage it stems of it, we cannot know the goods
that the machine produced defective or not.
Step 4: Jidoka (human automation)
This step is combining the advantage of the previous step. Workers can leave the machine
alone, just set up a workpiece and switch on the start button. Here, there is another
advantage workers need not worry about the defective product, because the machine itself
detects it. When a defect occur the machine itself automatically shut itself off. Jidoka
sometimes involve auto-input and auto-output devices that allows to workers to leave the
working place and the machine completely alone.
When we want to introduce jidoka in our company firstly we have to look at the machines
that are working manually or partially manual now. After this phase we need to
distinguish the manual work from the machine work, and have to investigate more the
manual operation. Which types of manual working process been replaced by machinery
work? What can I do with my hands when this process is doing? Naturally we have to
find a solution how can we reduce the manually work and increase the machine work.
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This investment makes sense just when we can reduce the cost and we can increase the
productivity. As a result of this, the workers free hand can be used for other works. Just
have to find that point of the process when the workers hand will be free and after of this
we can separate the worker from the machine. In Lean production we call this step as
separating human workers from the machine. As we mention early this separation will be
successful just at that time the machine can control itself and can detect the defective
production with this type of production we can reduce our cost. If it is not work workers
have to stand by the machine and watch the production in this way unfortunately we
cannot cut the costs. What do you think about what is the key point of automation?
Exactly, developed automate machines that do not produce defective products. This is
the heart of jidoka, automated machines that do not produce deficient goods. The most
important thing the machines must be able to detect the abnormalities, have to stop
themselves, and sound an alarm to inform the people. At present the machines could not
tell what type of problem is occured- just stop it, and sound an alarm- however with this
sound people near by the machine can hear of the problem. The problems are vary variety
depend on the machine, the company, and the process. Most of the companies do not
know exactly how their product will be used it is just the customers’ task to suit it for
their needs.
Generally, firstly jidoka is applied in the processing equipment. If here it is working
successfully we can bring jidoka to the assembly operation process. The aim of jidoka
here is to able detect any abnormalities and can press the stop button. Whenever
abnormalities occur for example missing part, defect, omitted task the goal is to stop the
process. In addition they have to find an immediate improvement to solve this kind of
problem and forthwith eliminate the defective forms of the product because production
must continue (Hiroyuki, 2016).
To sum up the jidoka mains function are the following:
First function: Separating human workers from the machine. The basis of jidoka is that
all human works have to change with machine works. So we need to separate workers
from machines.
Second function: Defect prevention devices development. Machines should do detect the
abnormalities and prevent to product defective goods. Instead of standing beside the
machine and watching the working process.
Third function: Application of jidoka to assembly lines. Need to use tools when a problem
occurs, the assembly line must be stopped as soon as possible and take the necessary
measures.

4.5. Another pillar of lean house: Just in time
Just in time is a production philosophy in which companies can produce the same
products as what are needed by their customers as far as quality, quantity and deadlines
are concerned. This methodology provides a new approach in production management:
it enables companies to produce small batches from a great variety of products in shorter
lead times and at lower costs. It can be accomplished by rearranging the layout of the
production, and by training the operators how to operate several machines
simultaneously. These changes imply the appearance of waste, which should be
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eliminated from the process in order to achieve higher efficiency. The list of the different
types of wastes can be found earlier in this chapter.
Based on the classic principle of pricing, the following equation can be drawn:
𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 = 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 + 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡
This approach assumes that costs are devolved on the customer, so waste elimination is
not in the interest of the company.
In contrast, new approaches bring new attitudes. Nowadays, customers try to stick to low
prices and it induces competition among companies. This approach calls for the
reordering of the equation as follows:
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡 = 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 – 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡
The only way to reach higher profits is if costs are cut down. It leads to the conclusion
that wastes have to be detected and then eliminated. Waste elimination is a never-ending
process during which even more costs can be cut down.
Just in time production requires some basic principles:
-

Production in Takt time, that is, according to scheduled time

-

Continuous flow

-

Pull system.

Balanced production (known as Heijunka) and Kanban are applied in order to comply
with the principles (Womack et al, 2003). Some of these methods are presented later in
this chapter.
Producing in takt time
Takt time is the average time in which 1 piece of a product should be completed in order
to satisfy the customers’ needs. This time is not equal to the total lead time of production.
The calculation of takt time is the following:

𝑇𝑎𝑘𝑡 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 =

𝐴𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑎 𝑔𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑛 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑
𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑖𝑛 𝑎 𝑔𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑛 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑

Every company that strives to satisfy its customer needs, should produce its products
within takt time. So, takt time should be compared to the cycle times of machines. Cycle
time is a specific time period that is needed to produce one piece of a product. It is also
calculated for each step of the process, just like the calculation of the takt time. Cycle
times in the production must be shorter than the takt time in every case. If a cycle time
is longer than the takt time, customer needs cannot be satisfied within the determined
time period. However, if the cycle time of every process step is shorter than the takt time,
companies are likely to meet customer requirements as far as time factor is concerned
(Baudin, 2007).
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Example:
Customer demand within a given week is 100 pieces. The available production time for
one week is 30 hours (it equals 1800 minutes/week) due to machine setup and
changeover times. It means that the production takt time is 18 minutes per product, so a
product should be produced in every 18th minute. If a process consists of 3 different types
of machines with the following cycle times:
“A” machine: 16 minutes
“B” machine: 17 minutes
“C” machine: 16 minutes
As presented in the diagram below, the takt time is longer than the cycle times, so
production can satisfy customer needs.
If there is more than one machine/workshop with different available times (e.g. there are
two or more shifts, or there is no setup time), takt time should be calculated for every
machine or process step.
CLASSIC TYPES OF PULL SYSTEM
Just in time pull system aims at producing exactly the same product as what customers
need. The production order comes directly from the customer and it helps to produce the
demanded product. The inventory level between the stages is usually low, and this type
of storage is called “supermarket”. Customers induce the production, which is the
equivalent of their purchasing that product. The last process step has information on
what to produce next by checking its supermarket level. The last step requires some
semi-processed products, which are fetched from the ‘supermarket’ of the previous
process stage. As a result, the previous stage gets information on what to produce, and
this ordering process will go on like this till the beginning of the process.
Communication can occur with the help of signals, to indicate which stage has an order
to produce and has to refill its supermarket.
There are three classical types of pull system. They are based on the same idea, but each
type of pull system suits a different production system, e.g. depending on the amount of
raw materials and finished products:
-

-

-

A-type: Conventional pull system: this type is used in low-variety high-volume
production. There is a small amount of raw material in this case; the production is
not very complex. However, it requires inventory from all types of products.
B-type: Sequential pull system: this type of pull system is applied when the amount
of raw material is quite high; there is no opportunity for storing inventory from all
of these parts. It requires more time to produce, so customer lead time can be longer.
C-type: Combination of A and B: There are a couple of stock parts, but the variety
of the finished product is great. Its drawback is that this type of system is hard to
manage.
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5. APPENDICES
Appendix 1: Project charter

Source: https://goleansixsigma.com/project-charter/
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Appendix 2: Swim lane diagram

Source: https://grapholite.com/Diagrams/Swimlane
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Appendix 3: Value-stream map (VSM)

Source: https://www.lucidchart.com/pages/templates/value-stream-map/value-stream-mappingtemplate
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